
Magma to Rock: M&M’s, CIPW Norms, and MELTS

Gustavus 2010 Petrology class: Sam, Andi, and Todd (left to 
right) who chose to group by element  

Gustavus 2010 Petrology class: Jonathan, Carson, and Mike 
(left to right) who chose to group by mineral

Lab 3: M&M Magma Chamber

Basis for the lab:
 *Karl Wirth’s advanced M&M Magma Chamber exercise
  -http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/petrology/teaching_examples/24646.html

Skills / knowledge needed by the students: 
 *lab 1 in the course names a broad range of igneous rocks with the IUGS classi!cation
 *lab 2 works through a sequence of phase diagrams (modi!ed from Winter’s single, binary, and ternary exercises) and addresses frac-
tional vs. equilibrium crystallization
 *Harker diagrams were covered in the lecture about various types of diagrams frequently used in conjunction with igneous chemis-
try data
 *Bowen’s reaction series was covered in the Physical Geology class and the students may or may not have used Karl Wirth’s introduc-
tory M&M Magma Chamber exercise
  -http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/gsa03/activities/2028.html
 *all of the students had at least a minimal introduction to Excel from another class

Goals:
 *give students a solid understanding of fractional crystallization that they will be able to refer back to over the course of the semes-
ter
 *reinforce use of Harker diagrams to analyze igneous systems
 *reinforce IUGS classi!cation of igneous rocks
 *give students practice with manipulating data in Excel
 *shift from lecture-based to learner-centered teaching

Modi!cations to the original Wirth lab:
 *I introduce the lab by having the students draw Bowen’s reaction series on the board where each student writes the name of one 
mineral in the appropriate location and then passes on the chalk/marker to the next student
 *I purposely divide the class into 3-4 person groups -- with more students, I !nd they do not all equally participate in the activity
 *I don’t ask the students to draw a circled area on a large white sheet of paper & mix all of the M&Ms together to start; instead I ask 
the students to divide their poster board into 10 approximately equal layers (see pictures below for example)
 *students are handed a data sheet and asked to construct the an equivalent Excel spreadsheet on their own
 *I encourage the students to discuss their Analysis and Re"ection answers with their classmates before handing in their own indi-
vidual write-ups
 *change some wording to clarify points / match vocabulary used in my lectures

Caveats (which the students will hopefully identify in the re"ection section):
 *no water or hydrous minerals included
 *very limited solid solution (only plagioclase & olivine)
 *some missing phases (e.g. opx, apatite, rutile)
 *unrealistically high modes of oxide minerals at some points

Sucesses & Pitfalls:
 *students LOVE this lab (even though it involves Excel, which is not their favorite computer activity)
 *when discussing layered ma!c intrusions two months later, the students immediately remembered this lab and how it applied to 
the topic at hand
 *even with students who don’t traditionally work well together, this lab works !ne, but group dynamics varied quite a bit every time 
I’ve used this activity
 *some groups choose to cluster the M&Ms by cation and others by mineral (see below); both methods illustrate certain parts of 
questions in the re"ection portion of the lab, so I usually just allow both to go forward, but it makes it harder for one group to directly 
compare with another using the other method
 *if you count the M&M’s wrong, it may cause you great amounts of grief
 *this may be di#cult to use with large classes simply to the massive number of M&M’s you would have to purchase & count out

Options:
 *count out all of the M&Ms prior to class -- saves quite a bit of hassle
 *took students 2-3 hours to construct magma chamber, produce Harker diagrams, and answer questions, but <50 minutes just to 
construct the magma chamber
  -one lab period for entire exercise, but they’ll either need to bring laptops or have access to computers
  -!rst part can be done in the classroom and the analysis / re"ection assigned as homework or worked on during a 2nd class 
 *addition of two steps to demonstrate magma mixing and assimiliation
  -works best when students originally produced >2 chambers
  -with 3 chambers, I do magma mixing, assimilation of a limestone, and assimilation of a shale
  -students work through the entire fractional crystallization exercise before going back to remove steps 7-10 to work through 
either the mixing or assimilation directions
  -this takes ~45 minutes, so it may be a squeeze in a 3 hour lab
  -compositions I use for these options:

Prelab 4: CIPW Norm Calculations

Basis for the lab:
 *James Brophy pre-lab assignment for his 2001 Magmatic Processes MELTS lab

Skills / knowledge needed by the students: 
 *lab 1 in the course names a broad range of igneous rocks with the IUGS classi!cation
 *lab 3 - fractional crystallization via M&M’s lab
 *AFM diagrams (needed for lab portion) covered in the igneous chemistry plot lecture
 *conversion from wt% oxide to molecular proportions was covered and practiced in mineralogy

Goals:
 *to have the students realize that the M&M model is simplistic
 *start the students considering how magma composition a$ects the modal mineralogy
 *reinforce the studetnts skills at converting from wt% oxide to molecular proportions
 *reinforce IUGS classi!cation of igneous rocks 
 *successfully calculate a CIPW Norm by hand
 
Layout of assignment:
 *calculate BY HAND the CIPW Norm of the !ve given compositions (see below)
 *for each composition, determine what the IUGS name would be
 *re"ection questions:
  -compare & contrast the norm calculated for composition #1 with the minerals that we chose to crystallize out for the M&M lab
  -compare & contrast the norms calculated for composition #2-5 and try to come up with several general statements about why 
the normative minerals are di$erent for each composition
  -using your book and the internet, what are the four constraints on the CIPW norm?
 *discuss your results and the re"ection questions with your classmates before starting lab 4
 
Sucesses & Pitfalls:
 *this is probably the activity the students wish most I would leave out of the course -- I would gladly take suggestions on how to 
make norms more interesting!
 *once they have worked there way through both this pre-lab and the MELTS lab, the students tend to understand the controls on 
what minerals may occur in an igneous rock
 *in the last round, I walked through the majority of the !rst calculation (for the M&M basalt) with the students -- it cut down on the 
frustrated head-banging
 *there are a number of resources available online that will calculate the norm for the students -- di#cult to tell if they did it by hand 
or not
 *I believe by calculating the norm by hand, the composition control on mineralogy is reinforced
 
Options:
 *none of the magma compositions are really “wild” and don’t result in some of the stranger normative minerals; I’ve considered 
changing one magma to be stranger
 *allow the students to use a program to calculate the norm instead of by hand

Lab 4: MELTS

Basis for the lab:
 *James Brophy 2001 Magmatic Processes MELTS lab

Goals:
 *give students a solid understanding of how magma composition a$ects the modal mineralogy
 *reinforce use of AFM diagrams to analyze igneous systems
 *reinforce IUGS classi!cation of igneous rocks
 *shift from lecture-based to learner-centered teaching

Layout of the assignment:
 *students explore the MELTS applet via some leading questions
 *perform the following calculations using MELTS using the same !ve basalt compositions as for the prelab:
  -!nd liquidus T & 1st mineral to crystallize at 1 kbar and QFM for each basalt; compare new vs. original liquid composition 
  -!nd liquidus T & 1st mineral to crystallize at 1 kbar and HM / NNO / IW for each basalt
  -!nd liquidus T & 1st mineral to crystallize at QFM and 5 / 10 / 15 / 20 kbar for each basalt
  -!nd liquidus T & 1st mineral to crystallize at 1 kbar, QFM, and H%O = 0.25 / 0.50 / 0.75 / 1.00 wt % for each basalt
  -for each basalt, crystallize the entire magma in 25 C increments at 1 kbar, QFM, and H%O = 0.00; plot all !ve liquid composition 
paths on an AFM diagram and record the sequence of minerals that crystallize at each step
  -choose one basalt from #2-5 for the following section:
   *crystallize the entire magma in 25 C increments at QFM, H%O = 0.0, and 5 / 10 / 15 / 20 kbar
   *crystallize the entire magma in 25 C increments at 1 kbar, H%O = 0.0, and NNO / HM / IW
   *crystallize the entire magma in 25 C increments at 1 kbar, QFM, and H%O = 0.25 / 0.50 / 0.75 / 1.00 wt %
 *re"ection questions:
  -what is the a$ect of fO% / H%O / pressure on the liquidus temperature and mineral crystallization sequence?
  -compare and contrast your results from 1 kbar, QFM, and H%O = 0.00 with the CIPW norm
  -is there a pattern that relates the path of an AFM diagram to the starting composition of a magma?

Sucesses & Pitfalls:
 *the Java applet means the students can attempt this lab on their own computers or on any lab computer
 *students may become frustrated if the applet starts to behave slightly strangely
 *once they have worked there way through the MELTS lab, the students tend to have a reasonable understanding about why norms 
& Bowen’s reaction series are too simplistic (though this may make them question WHY I had them calculate a norm...)
 *I’ve used the re"ection questions in a modi!ed format on Petrology exams and the classes as a whole have done fairly well, which I 
taken as a sign that they understand the material (not addressed in lecture beyond answering questions that arose from the re"ection)

Options:
 *if you have a computer lab with Macs / UNIX boxes, you could download MELTS and run it on your own machines -- the applet can 
freeze, the internet connection is occasionally questionable, and some of the tools are hard to access in the applet
 *some of the students chose to download MELTS onto their personal machines 
 *I occasionally feel like I could reduce the number of steps and get similar results...
  

Above: Mac version of MELTS 
(requires X11 to run); complete 
version does require students to 
understand the program better 
since there are a wider range of 
variables that can be modi!ed

Right: Java applet of MELTS as seen 
on a Mac; no software required 
beyond a Java plugin (that most 
browsers already have) & internet 
access


